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What is Big Data? A collection of large and complex data sets which are difficult to process using common database management tools or traditional data processing applications. Big data is not just about size.  Finds insights from complex, noisy, heterogeneous, streaming, longitudinal, and voluminous data. • It aims to answer questions that were previously unanswered. The challenges include capture, storage, search, sharing & analysis. 3



Data Accumulation !!! 



Data is being collected at rapid pace due to the advancements in sensing technologies.







Storage has become extremely cheap and hence no one wants to throw away the data. The assumption here is that they will be using it in the future.







Estimates show that the amount of digital data accumulated until 2010 has been gathered within the next two years. This shows the growth in the digital world.







Analytics is still lagging behind compared to sensing and storage developments. 4



Why Should YOU CARE ? 



JOBS !! - The U.S. could face a shortage by 2018 of 140,000 to 190,000 people with "deep analytical talent" and of 1.5 million people capable of analyzing data in ways that enable business decisions. (McKinsey & Co) - Big Data industry is worth more than $100 billion - Growing at almost 10% a year (roughly twice as fast as the software



business)  Digital World is the future !! - The world will become more and more digital and hence big data is only



going to get BIGGER !! - This is an era of big data
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Why we need more Powerful Platforms ? 



The choice of hardware/software platform plays a crucial role to achieve one’s required goals.







To analyze this voluminous and complex data , scaling up is imminent.







In many applications, analysis tasks need to produce results in real-time and/or for large volumes of data.







It is no longer possible to do real-time analysis on such big datasets using a single machine running commodity hardware.







Continuous research in this area has led to the development of many different algorithms and big data platforms. 6



THINGS TO THINK ABOUT !!!!  Application/Algorithm-level



requirements...



 How



quickly do we need to get the results?



 How



big is the data to be processed?



 Does



the model building require several iterations or a single iteration?



 Systems/Platform-level  Will



requirements...



there be a need for more data processing capability in the future?



 Is



the rate of data transfer critical for this application?



 Is



there a need for handling hardware failures within the application? 7
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Scaling 



Scaling is the ability of the system to adapt to increased demands in terms of processing







Two types of scaling :  Horizontal



Scaling



 Involves distributing work load



 Multiple machines



across many servers



are added together to improve the processing



capability  Involves multiple



 Vertical



instances of an operating system on different machines



Scaling



 Involves installing more



processors, more memory and faster hardware 9 typically within a single server



 Involves single instance of



an operating system



Horizontal vs Vertical Scaling
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Horizontal Scaling Platforms
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Vertical Scaling Platforms
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Peer to Peer Networks 



Typically involves millions of machines connected in a network







Decentralized and distributed network architecture







Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the communication scheme used







Each node capable of storing and processing data







Scale is practically unlimited (can be millions of nodes)







Main Drawbacks 



Communication is the major bottleneck







Broadcasting messages is cheaper but aggregation of results/data is



costly 



Poor Fault tolerance mechanism 14



Apache Hadoop 



Open source framework for storing and processing large datasets







High fault tolerance and designed to be used with commodity hardware







Consists of two important components: 



HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System)  Used



to store data across cluster of commodity machines while providing high



availability and fault tolerance 



Hadoop YARN  Resource management  Schedules jobs across



layer



the cluster
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Hadoop Architecture
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Hadoop MapReduce  Basic



data processing scheme used in Hadoop



 Includes



breaking the entire scheme into mappers and reducers



 Mappers



read data from HDFS, process it and generate some intermediate results



 Reducers



aggregate the intermediate results to generate the final output and write it to the HDFS



 Typical



Hadoop job involves running several mappers and reducers across the cluster 17



Divide and Conquer Strategy
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MapReduceWrappers  Provide  Aid



better control over MapReduce code



in code development



 Popular



map reduce wrappers include:



 Apache



Pig



 SQL like  Used



environment developed at Yahoo



by many organizations including Twitter, AOL, LinkedIn and more



 Hive  Developed



by Facebook 19



Both these wrappers are intended to make code development easier without having to deal with the complexities of MapReduce coding



Spark 



Next generation paradigm for big data processing







Developed by researchers at University of California, Berkeley







Used as an alternative to Hadoop







Designed to overcome disk I/O and improve performance of earlier systems







Allows data to be cached in memory eliminating the disk overhead of earlier systems







Supports Java, Scala and Python







Can yield upto 100x faster than Hadoop MapReduce 20
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High Performance Computing (HPC) Clusters 



Also known as Blades or supercomputers with thousands of processing cores







Can have different variety of disk organization and communication mechanisms







Contains well-built powerful hardware optimized for speed and throughput







Fault tolerance is not critical because of top quality high-end hardware







Not as scalable as Hadoop or Spark but can handle terabytes of data







High initial cost of deployment Cost of scaling up is high







MPI is typically the communication scheme used
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Multicore CPU 



One machine having dozens of processing cores







Number of cores per chip and number of operations a core can perform has increased significantly







Newer breed of motherboards allow multiple CPUs within a single machine







Parallelism achieved through multithreading







Task has to be broken into threads
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Graphics Processing Unit 



Specialized hardware with massively parallel architecture







Recent developments in GPU hardware and programming frameworks has given rise to GPGPU (general purpose computing on graphics processing units)







Has large number of processing cores (typically around 2500+ currently)







Has it’s own DDR5 memory which is many times faster than typical DDR3 system memory







Nvidia CUDA is the programming framework to which simplifies GPU programming







Using CUDA, one doesn’t have to deal with low-level hardware details
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CPU vs GPU Architecture
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CPU vs GPU 



Development in CPU is rather slow as compared with GPU







Number of cores in CPU is still in double digits while a GPU can have 2500+ cores







Processing power of a current generation CPU is close to 10 Gflops while GPU can have close to 1000 Gflops of computing power







CPU primarily relies on system memory which is slower than the GPU memory







While GPU is an appealing option for parallel computing, the number of softwares and applications that take advantage of the GPU is rather limited







CPU has been around for many years and huge number of software are available which use multicore CPUs 26



Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) 



Highly specialized hardware units







Custom built for specific applications







Can be highly optimized for speed







Due to customized hardware, development cost is much higher







Coding has to be done in HDL (Hardware Description Language) with low level knowledge of hardware







Greater algorithm development cost







Suited for only certain set of applications 27
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Questions?
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Thanks All
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Lecture 4 Big Data Storage and Processing






A collection of large and complex data sets which are difficult to process using common database management tools or traditional data processing applications. Big data is not just about size. â–« Finds insights from complex, noisy, heterogeneous, streaming, longitudinal, and voluminous data. â€¢ It aims to answer questions that. 
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